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Approved for public release; distribution unlimited to replace or repair a part within the AVLOG system). As a result, these packages will provide a known time buffer until they require replenishment of resources from the greater supply system. The buffers (resource packages) are established throughout the Marine AVLOG's logistical AOR in support of the ACE's operations, and the Marine aviation logisticians manage these buffers from a network of decentralized command and control nodes. 
Advanced Theory of Constraints
When ushering in such a culturally and systemically significant change to Marine AVLOG the theory of constrains was adopted to provide the doctrinal direction throughout all phases of the change. TOC provided the philosophical guidelines to be applied to the Marine Corps' logistics goals that were necessitated by the AVPLAN. After considering the design of MALSPI, aviation logisticians began to investigate commercial applications of logistics and industry management philosophies.
The Marine Corps adopted and applied Eliyahu M. Goldratt's theory of constraints (TOC) to the operations at two distinct Marine aviation logistics squadrons (MALS).
TOC identifies five steps to be taken when assessing any operations system. They include:
1. Identify the system's constraints 2. Decide how to exploit the system's constraints 3. Subordinate everything else to the above decision 4. Elevate the systems constraints 5. If in the previous steps a constraint has been broken (eradicated),return to step 1.
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The results of the analysis were not immediately clear. 
Measures of Effectiveness
